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IT score

55

source : CoE/CEPEJ report 2014

Global IT score is 
calculated by the 
CoE/CEPEJ (report 
October 2014) for 3 
types of use :

Computer facilities
used for the direct 
assistance of judges 
and court clerks

Systems for the 
registration and 
management of 
cases 

Electronic 
communication and 
information exchange 
between the courts 
and their environment

E-Justice in France : rank in Europe



2007 - Electronic communication between the courts and lawyers is 
being progressively implemented (“ComCI TGI”)

2012 - Processing of payment orders is fully dematerialized (“IPWEB”)

December 20, 2013 - for the first time, 
a decision of the plenary assembly 
of the Supreme Court was signed by the president

2013, 2014 - Police and gendarmerie report their proceedings to the 
courts electronically (“NPP”, “Cassiopée”)

2014 - Commercial courts exchange data in electronic format to 
facilitate the creation of businesses

Some examples in and out French Supreme Court



The best example of that is certainly the first use of the

electronic signature by Chief Justice Vincent Lamanda the

20th of December 2013, to sign a decision of the plenary

session

The Cour de cassation in France
is at the leading edge of
technological developments

Electronic signature of decisions
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Commercial cases

Employment 
dismissals

Criminal cases

2nd instance courts
Retrial facts and 

application of law

Civil cases
Commercial cases

Employment dismissals cases
Criminal cases

tribunaux de grande instance
TGI

cours d’appel
CA

1 688 929

1 013 452
Civil

Commercial
Employment dism.

Criminal
Cases

226 684
Civil
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TI
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Conseil de prud’hommes
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Administrative cases
Conseil

d‘Etat
supreme court

Appeal courts

Administrative 
courts

sources : CoE/CEPEJ report 2014 for incoming cases – Ministry of Justice for the number of courts

48 808

Crim.

COUR DE CASSATION
Retrial application of law only

Civil cases
Commercial cases

Employment dismissals cases
Criminal cases

Civil
Comm.

Empl.dism.

21 798
8 367
Crim.
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French Judicature and caseload



A strategic approach for all the IT projects

Digital approach

Information systems approach

Information technologies
approach

2014

2000

1980 ‐ 2000

The main stages of the perception of IT



Each court level has successively overcome 
several legal and technical steps

1980 ‐ 2000

2000

2014

Direct assistance to 
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Applied to the courts, process of integration of IT



The first step

The use of the information and communication technologies 
as a real working tool. 

The goal is above all to improve the work efficiency in intern: from the 
development in the 80’s of the word processing to the use of the e-mail, 

via the online consultation of databases. 

But those technologies, “IT management” or “documentary computer”, 
have no effect on the existing legal framework.

First step : progressive developpement of computerization



Most recently, the second step
resulted in the creation of an Internet network

and the development of broadband connexions. 

This tends to a deepest integration of the information technologies 
in the civil trial itself. 

From a simple working tool, technologies are now carrying an 
intrinsic legal force either as 

a mean of evidence or as electronic pleadings.

Second step : integration of IT in the civil trial



The Act of the 13th of March 2000
on evidentiary questions 

introduces 
article 1316-1 in the civil Code

The article provides that :
“A writing in electronic form is admissible as evidence in the same 
manner as a paper-based writing, provided that the person from 

whom it proceeds can be duly identified and that it be established and 
stored in conditions calculated to secure its integrity”

2000 - Evidentiary questions



2004 - Electronic communication in procedural law

The Act of the 9th of July 2004
introduces 

article L.32 1˚ in the postal and electronic communications Code

The electronic communications are :
“the emissions, transmissions or receptions of signs, signals, writings, 

images or sounds electromagnetically”



2009 - Electronic communication may be used if…

The decree of the 28th of December 2005 inserts in the Code of civil 
procedure a new title about eletronic communication. 

Article 748-1 of the Code of civil procedure

(entered into force the 1st of January 2009)

provides that 

“the mailings, deliveries and notices of pleadings, documents, advices, 
warnings or convocations, reports, minutes as copies and deliveries bearing an 
executory clause may be done by electronic communication according to the 

conditions and in the manner prescribed by the present title”

As a precaution, unless otherwise provided, 
the use of the electronic way be submitted to prior agreement

of the recipient of the document.



2011 - Decisive step at the level of Courts of appeal 

The reform of the appeal process with compulsory representation 
resulting from the decree of the 9th of December 2009. 

This reform sets aside the previously mentioned rule of prior agreement and 
enjoins, failing which it shall be inadmissible, to sent the pleadings by 

electronic communication to the Court of appeal.

But given the extent of the reform added to the suppression of the 
French “avoués” near the Court of appeal, 

the decree organised, with some difficulties, a progressive entrance into 
force until the 1st of January 2013. 



Bailiffs

The decree of the 15th of March 2012
came regulate the electronic deeds of bailiffs. 

As notices had still to be made with prior agreement of the recipient, 
the Parliament asked the National Chamber of the judicial officers to hold 

a register of people having consented to the electronic writ.



Bailiffs

The national Chamber 
has therefore 
implemented 
a website where any 
person, individual or 
professional, can fill a 
consent form. 

Once registered, this 
person can check online 
the writs that are 
electronically sent to her.



Judges and Lawyers

The electronic communication 

now relies on 

two different networks



Justice Intranet

The private virtual network Justice (RPVJ) 

from the Ministry of Justice



Lawyers

The private virtual network of attorneys (RPVA) 

The 31st of May 2013, of 56.176 attorneys, 36.384, 
that is to say 71%, registered for the RPVA.



Lawyers

However, individuals can receive notice of pleadings electronically but 
are excluded from the electronic communications as such as they 

cannot access those private networks.

Therefore, paper still governs the communication in proceedings without 
compulsory representation.

The Cour de cassation said (opinion of the 9th of September 2013) that 
“the registration of an attorney for the private virtual network of attorneys 

necessarily implied consent to receive notices of pleadings electronically”.



Lawyers at the Supreme Court 

The order of the 17th of June 2008 reserves the use of the electronic procedure for 
lawyers at the Conseil d’Etat and the Cour de cassation. They are the only to have 
access to the certification process that guaranteed the transmissions’ security and 
confidentiality.

Any appeal before the Supreme Court with compulsory representation is therefore 
dematerialised in civil matters. 

The registration of the appeal is electronically transmitted to the Registry of the 
Court. 
The signature of the registration is electronic (order of the 17th of June 2008) and 
made thanks to a secure device which is controlled by the service provider of 
electronic certification either at the time of the signature or when the Court receives 
it.

Then, at the reception of the registration, a file is created in the Court’s computer 
server. The lawyer has an allotted timeframe of 4 months to communicate his brief 
containing the legal arguments raised against the appealed decision.



The documentation, research and reporting Departement 

The documentation, research and 
reporting Department (S.D.E.R.) 
has also a central role in the 
dematerialization process at the Cour 
de cassation. 
Indeed, this department has to 
conduct the appeals to the 
competent division. 
This orientation is made by 
computer, using specific application 
software.

The documentation, research and 
reporting department also searches 
interrelations between cases in order 
to group them either when they 
raised identical legal issues or when 
they are linked.



Dematerialization at the French Cour of cassation

Since the early 2000s
and thanks to the initiative 
of Chief Justice Canivet, 
the Cour de cassation has 
systematically used the 
information and 
communication 
technologies.

The Cour de cassation received specific help in matters of conception, 
implementation and fundings. That is why the French Supreme Court has 
an important level of development in the field of computerization, far ahead 
of others French courts.



Dematerialization at the French Cour of cassation

This policy, pursued by 
Chief Justice Lamanda 

and Chief Justice Louvel 
explains that 

all procedures are now 
dematerialised. 

The cases of the Criminal division are the 
only exception to that rule, given that judges 
need to have all the necessary documents 
and also because representation by specific 
lawyers at the Supreme Court is not 
compulsory in criminal cases. 



Dematerialization at the French Cour of cassation

The Court has 
- one criminal division
- three civil divisions, 

- one financial and economic division
- one social division



French Cour of cassation

1st civil division



French Cour of cassation

2nd civil division



French Cour of cassation

3rd civil division



French Cour of cassation

Financial and economic division



French Cour of cassation

Social division



French Cour of cassation

Criminal division



Work of the reporting counselor 

The reporting counselor is in charge of managing the case 
and do it thanks to a “virtual office” accessible either from the Court or from home. 

The “virtual office” is a software allowing any judge of the Court to
monitor cases attributed to them, control the average hearing time of his division and 

access to the documentary resources.



Work of the reporting counselor 

This software also allows judges to examine all cases’ history
since the appeal registration (constitution of lawyers, filing of briefs, hearings, etc.) 

and enables him to check the compliance with procedural timeframe.



Work of the reporting counselor

The judge may also 
download any document of the procedure :

explanatory brief
statement of defence

appealed decision

etc



Work of the reporting councelor 

The virtual office propose also several 
shortcuts to access the online databases :

- Laws

- Private legal publishers

- Jurisprudence databases

- monthly legal monitoring prepared by 
each division’s documentation office

../..



The ruling

The process of ruling is also dematerialized. 
In the courtrooms, one computer is available for 
each judge.

During the deliberation, judges can see the draft 
decision which is immediately corrected and 
saved in a definitive version.

Any Divisional President can sign electronically 
his decisions.

Dematerialization concerns all steps of the 
process, from the referral to the court to the 
pronouncement of the ruling



Documentary resources

The dematerialization process also applies 
to the dissemination of the jurisprudence

to the trial judges (secure intranet website) 
and 

the public (public website). 



Documentary resources / the intranet website

The intranet website is accessible for any French judge, with two databases 
managed by the documentation, research and reporting Department



Documentary resources / the intranet website

The Jurinet database 

All decisions of the Cour de 
cassation since 1990, the 
reported decisions since 1960 
and several famous decisions 
before 1960.

Judges have access to the 
decision, the report and the 
advocate general’s opinion.

For the reported decisions, the 
SDER adds a hyperlink 
leading to similar decisions.



Documentary resources / the intranet website

The second database is Jurica
which groups all Court of 

appeal’s decisions 
in civil matters.

To facilitate research, the Jurinet and Jurica databases have a search engine that 
enables judges to search for a decision with a keyword, a date or a publication 
reference.



Documentary resources / the intranet website

The intranet website of the Court 

also offers access to 

others documentary resources



Documentary resources / the intranet website

A section on the “key constitutional question” 

with all questions asked to the Court, classified by date and applicable law. 
There are also analysis, draft decisions for trial judges and a summary of the 

Court’s jurisprudence on key constitutional questions



Documentary resources / the intranet website

A section “methodology” 

with factsheets and methodological manuals for difficult questions of procedure



Documentary resources / the intranet website

A section “documentation” 

with thematic studies realised by the documentation, 
research and reporting department



Documentary resources / the public website

The website www.courdecassation.fr offers general information, an access to the 
publications of the Court (jurisprudence newsletter, newsletter of the court, annual 

report) and a selection of decisions from different divisions.



Documentary resources / the public website

The website has also a section for the “News”

The website also constitutes an important mean of communication as it 
allows the Court to communicate on decisions concerning high-profile 
cases, at the same time the decision is being publicized.

This was the case the 22nd of September 2014, concerning the opinion 
of the court on the adoption by the wife of another woman who gave 
birth by medically assisted procreation carried out in Spain.



Documentary resources / Twitter 

The Cour de cassation has an account 
on

Twitter 

@Courdecassation

with 19.481 followers, 

with many attorneys among them, that 
proposes a direct link to the commented 
decisions or events.



Documentary resources / Legifrance

The decisions of the Court may be consulted on a website called Legifrance

This website, part of the 
public service for the 
dissemination of Law, is 
placed under the editorial 
responsibility of the 
Secretary General of the 
government. 

The decisions are 
electronically sent and put 
online after anonymisation 
(de-identifying individual 
data).



Tradition and modernity 

The computers in the courtroom 
are built-in in paneling 

polished by centuries...

The French Cour de cassation thus reconciles 
tradition and modernity.
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